TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SERVICES

VARIABLE MESSAGE SIGNS
Clancy Plant Traffic Management Systems was formed in 2008 for the service provision of Traffic Management to clients in the essential services industry. The Company focused on a partnership approach, engaging and working with clients and key stakeholders to ensure that levels of service are consistently met and exceed expectations. The integration of the VMS stream into the Traffic business unit in 2015, means, Clancy Plant has the capability to provide complete Traffic Management solutions to key market segments across the UK, including: Local Authorities, National Highways, Utilities, Retail, TM contractors and Events.

**PUTTING CUSTOMERS FIRST**

We work closely with our customers to ensure the effective and efficient delivery of our services, providing value for money through innovative solutions, processes, equipment and work-force expertise

**DELIVERING ADDED VALUE**

- Experienced, customer friendly staff
- Bespoke web-based intelligent system for co-ordinated communication between Clancy Plant staff and customers
- One stop shop for all our customers’ requirements - liaison with Local Authorities, planning and scheduling of Traffic Management requirements, electronic tracker of works
- Continuous monitoring of all works for any maintenance requirements

**24 HOURS A DAY • 7 DAYS A WEEK • 52 WEEKS A YEAR**

CONTACT US ON 0808 281 0128 OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.CLANCYPLANT.CO.UK
HEALTH AND SAFETY
Our Mission statement is “To make life better for our families” and that is one of the reasons why Health and Safety is at the forefront of everything we do, it is part of our culture. Clancy Plant Traffic Management Systems is committed to monitoring safety performance and ensuring the provision of safe work practices. We provide continual training to our employees to assure a safe working environment for all.

SUSTAINABILITY
Clancy Plant Traffic Management Systems is committed to the sustainable development of the business. Integral to this commitment, is maintaining and enhancing the trust and loyalty of our employees, customers, supply chain and stakeholders. We acknowledge the effect it can have on the sustainability of future generations, and that is why we are committed to the financial, social and environmental wellbeing of the communities the business operates within.
TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT SERVICES

Clancy Plant’s Traffic Division provides Traffic Management solutions to key market sectors throughout the UK. Working 24/7, 52 weeks a year, through our UK branch network, we provide a complete package to our customers. From design and planning to installation, maintenance and removal of all Temporary Traffic Management (TTM) systems on all classes and speed of carriageways – classifications covered: 12A/B/D. To maximise efficiency and communication, we have developed a web-based interface that enables smooth transition from planning and scheduling through to the operations team on the ground.

The Traffic Management Service includes:
- Pre-construction surveys and design
- Auto CAD TM drawings
- In-house bespoke sign making
- 2-Way temporary traffic light systems
- Temporary multiphase and multi head traffic light systems
- Integrated pedestrian systems
- Stop and Go
- Road closure/diversions
- Lane closures up to 40mph dual carriageways
- High speed lane closures including Impact Protection Vehicles (IPV)
- Emergency response
- Liaise with Local Authorities
- Planning and scheduling of TM requirements
- Input and update data onto electronic TM tracker/workbook

CONTACT US ON 0808 281 0128 OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE WWW.CLANCYPLANT.CO.UK
WITH VARIOUS MODELS, CLANCY PLANT’S VARIABLE MESSAGE SIGNS OFFER A RANGE OF VERSATILE INTELLIGENT TRAFFIC SOLUTIONS. AVAILABLE FOR SHORT OR LONG TERM HIRE WITH A CAPACITY FOR RAPID RESPONSE TO EMERGENCIES.

Let us manage message loading and changes for you, or manage your own via our remote system. We deliver units to your chosen location and set everything up for you. We also provide advice on proposed locations and assistance with message displays – full site surveys and risk assessments carried out.

- Fully compliant to UK Standards – for use on all roads
- LED Boards
- 200mm fonts as standard
- Large fonts, pictograms and arrows are an option
- Variety of message options
- Remote programming system
- Battery operated with additional solar technology
- Delivery and maintenance service provided
- Hydraulic masts
- Optional GPS tracking
- Full technical specification available
VARIABLE MESSAGE SERVICES

ADVANTAGE 4260
• Compact unit – ideal for small spaces
• Displays 1-5 lines of text - up to 12 characters per line

ADVANTAGE 4280
• Suitable for high speed roads
• Displays 1-5 lines of text - up to 16 characters per line
• Remote operated flashing beacons

ADVANTAGE 42100
• Suitable for high speed roads
• Displays 1-5 lines of text - up to 20 characters per line
• Remote operated flashing beacons
• Vertical and 360° movement

ADVANTAGE HDC TRI COLOUR
• Available in two different sizes
• Provides high quality colour graphics including road signs
• Lantra accredited operatives 12D and 12AB sector schemes
• National Highways Sector Scheme accredited
• Digital image management system for photographic evidence
• Site specific risk assessments, method statements and maintenance records
• All signs and messages are compliant with Highway Agency Regulations
• All staff responsible for the installation, maintenance and removal of variable message signs are qualified to New Roads and Streetworks compliance, not an industry standard but a Clancy Plant standard

TALK TO ONE OF OUR EXPERIENCED AND FRIENDLY MEMBERS OF STAFF WHO WILL ASSIST YOU WITH ALL YOUR TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS
COMPLIANCE

“Always friendly and professional.” **James Robinson**

“I would recommend Clancy Plant to anyone who requires a variable message sign.” **Ian Hodges**

“Nothing is ever too much bother – different class.” **Glenn Woodward**

“Many thanks to the West Hyde team for the service you provided for a local charity event.” **Rotary Club**

“Thanks to Clancy Plant for their prompt response.” **South East Water**

“A big thank you to your T.M guys, working out of Horsham for their fantastic work in setting out a tricky, high profile job at very short notice on the A23 in Brighton. Due to their great work this job could be completed safely and without much waiting time.” **Bragi Odinsson on behalf of Southern Water**

“Pass my thanks onto the Clancy Plant Traffic Management team for all their help and expertise which has helped the work flow without any issues. They have worked hand in hand with our staff on site and nothing is ever an issue with them - even the late calls to help out with request from the council to change the prearranged TM.” **Paul Watson on behalf of UKPN**

“Roadworks can be a nightmare, but because of your workmen's professional attitude, traffic delays have been kept to a minimum. Could you please pass on our thanks on behalf of all the drivers on my bus route. The workmen are a credit to your company.” **Bus Driver Route 498, Essex**

Thank you very much for all your help, with providing the VMSs and then helping us swap the messages over, it’s been really appreciated.” **Stuart Metcalfe, Kier Services Highways**